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Abstract

Many industrial problems in various fields, such as logistics, process management, or
product design, can be formalized and expressed as optimization problems in order to
make them solvable by optimization algorithms. However, solvers that guarantee the
finding of optimal solutions (complete) can in practice be unacceptably slow. This
is one of the reasons why approximative (incomplete) algorithms, producing near-
optimal solutions under restrictions (most dominant time), are of vital importance.
Those approximative algorithms go under the umbrella term metaheuristics, each of
which is more or less suitable for particular optimization problems. These algorithms
are flexible solvers that only require a representation for solutions and an evaluation
function when searching the solution space for optimality.

What all metaheuristics have in common is that their search is guided by cer-
tain control parameters. These parameters have to be manually set by the user and
are generally problem and inter-dependent: A setting producing near-optimal results
for one problem is likely to perform worse for another. Automating the parameter
setting process in a sophisticated, computationally cheap, and statistically reliable
way is challenging and a significant amount of attention in the artificial intelligence
and operational research communities. This activity has not yet produced any ma-
jor breakthroughs concerning the utilization of problem instance knowledge or the
employment of dynamic algorithm configuration.

The thesis promotes automated parameter optimization with reference to the in-
verse impact of problem instance diversity on the quality of parameter settings with
respect to instance-algorithm pairs. It further emphasizes the similarities between
static and dynamic algorithm configuration and related problems in order to show
how they relate to each other. It further proposes two frameworks for instance-based
algorithm configuration and evaluates the experimental results. The first is a recom-
mender system for static configurations, combining experimental design and machine
learning. The second framework can be used for static or dynamic configuration,
taking advantage of the iterative nature of population-based algorithms, which is a
very important sub-class of metaheuristics.

A straightforward implementation of framework one did not result in the expected
improvements, supposedly because of pre-stabilization issues. The second approach
shows competitive results in the scenario when compared to a state-of-the-art model-
free configurator, reducing the training time by in excess of two orders of magnitude.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with questions within the scope of Computational Intelligence
(CI), also referred to as Sub-symbolic Artificial Intelligence, the new school of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI). CI deals with the investigation and development of learning and
optimization methods and intertwines principles from nature and statistics. CI meth-
ods are used in contexts for which traditional methods are unsuitable because of time
constraints or lack of approach. Examples for those areas are unknown non-linear
functions, combinatorial, or dynamic optimization and learning problems. One of the
main challenges in CI is concerned with making decisions about the selection, pa-
rameterization, and design of algorithms. [WM97] proves that it is impossible to find
an algorithm or model that is globally superior to any other, considering all possible
optimization problems: “There is no free lunch”. This said, it is at maximum possible
to find an algorithm which is most suitable when facing a finite set of problems. For
those readers not heavily discouraged by this fact, there will be more later. The No
Free Lunch (NFL) theorem of optimization is discussed further in sections 1.1 and 2.2
below.

Metaheuristics are optimizer, highly influenced by CI efforts. The growing prob-
lem complexity within industry has required a new way of thinking due to practical
boundaries of complete solvers, limited knowledge about the optimization problems
structure, and restrictions in computational capacity. The term metaheuristic (Greek,
meta=“beyond”, heuristic=“find, discover”) was coined in [Glo86a] as algorithms for
optimization purposes that “can perform better than can be proved”. Metaheuristics
are stochastic, meaning that their execution contains decisions that are influenced by
randomness. Those decisions affect the outcome, which is therefore non-deterministic.
It is possible for them to find solutions relatively fast when compared to other meth-
ods, but they have the disadvantage of non-provability of optimality (incompleteness).
In the context of optimization, heuristics are “rules for alteration” of candidate solu-
tions with the objective of improvement [HS04]. Metaheuristics usually require not
more than two details from the user: A computer readable representation of the prob-
lem and a function that assesses the quality (fitness) of a solution. Variants exist for
both continuous and discrete problem formulations.

1



2 Introduction

Examples for metaheuristics are Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search(TS),
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO), each successfully utilized for a multitude of real world problems,
for instance within logistics, design, biochemical analysis, routing, and security (see
reviews in, e.g., [FM08], [MF04]).

Combinatorial optimization problems for which the state space grows exponen-
tially with regards to the size of the problem instance are of special interest here,
because 1) their search space is often hard to analyze and 2) they require scalable
approaches. This class of combinatorial problems is termed non polynomial-hard
(NP-hard), because no algorithm is known to solve their related counterpart decision
problem in polynomial time. Further, as long as NP = P is not proved, the existence
of such an algorithm is highly questionable.

1.1 Challenges

Metaheuristics have to be configured with care. They require the user to set the
exposed control parameters1 (e.g., mutation rate and operator for EAs). The choice
of control parameters has a large impact on the result quality of the algorithm, as
many studies have shown ([EHM99], [ES11], [EMSS07]). In addition, some algorithms
are, in terms of practicality, more applicable to particular problems. Investigating
the expected performance correlation between algorithm and optimization problem
considering different configurations requires time consuming experiments. The afore-
mentioned NFL theorem of optimization has its consequences even for parameter
spaces: A setting which performs satisfactory for one problem is likely to perform
in a much less satisfactory manner for another and thus this requires a problem de-
pendent approach to algorithm configuration. This holds true for distinct problems,
but also among instances of the same problem. This thesis investigates opportunities
for automated Instance-based Algorithm Configuration (IBAC), which is based on the
assumption that parameters performance can and do differ significantly from instance
to instance.

The two biggest challenges for metaheuristic designers are

1. to counteract premature convergence towards local optima, and

2. to credit rapid quality improvements.

This balance is steered to a large degree by configurational and design choices. Con-

1A direction of research is the creation of so called parameter-free metaheuristics, where com-
plexity is hidden from the user (e.g., [CCS09]). The idea of one fits all (or most) is good, but the
practical usage is highly questionable. Using the knowledge of the no free lunch theorem in that
no global best algorithm exists, a parameter free algorithm variant which does not allow for any
configuration clearly falls under the wings of that theorem. This is at least true theoretically with
regards to not being better than any other algorithm, considering all the possible problems. The
general question of why a certain algorithm is suitable for a problem is involved. It is not possible
to provide a complete answer with present day knowledge, and thus leaves many possibilities for
research.
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Table 1.1: The terms to distinguish problem solving from the meta-problem of algorithm config-

uration (in parts from [ES11]).
problem solving algorithm configuration

method metaheuristic mh configurator c

search space solution space R parameter space Ψ

quality measure fitness f utility u

problem space instances {x1, . . . , xn} = P

figurations have a far bigger impact on the result quality than randomness, in fact,
suitable parameter settings can improve the result quality by several orders of mag-
nitude (see e.g., [XHHLB08] or [HHLBS09]).

As algorithm configuration is a meta-problem, a clear distinction between the
problem solving layer, and the configuration layer (the actual meta-layer) has to be
made. Table 1.1 introduces those algorithm configuration related terms used in the
remainder of this thesis.

The difference between an optimization problem and an instance of that problem
is essential to this work. An example of a problem is the route finding problem, where
the objective is to find a best route from a location A to a location B. An instance of
that problem is the query for a route from Sundsvall to Östersund.

Where the objective for a problem solver mh is to find a solution vector r ∈ R
with fx(r) = arg max fx(R), the global maximum in fitness function f with respect to
problem instance x ∈ P, is the objective for the configurator c to find a configuration
(or parameter vector) ψ ∈ Ψ with ux(ψ) = arg maxux(Ψ), the global maximum of
utility u. Both layers share the same problem space P, as the ultimate objective
is within the problem solving layer. Figure 1.1 depicts the configuration process as
a feedback loop where c (Configurator) calls mh (Target algorithm) multiple times
with different settings ψ1, ψ2, . . . ∈ Ψ on training instances and, in this case, illustrated
in the context of runtime optimization for complete solvers, returning solution cost,
picturing the problem as a minimization problem. In our context mh returns fitness
instead, making it a maximization problem (which does not have any practical impact,
as both can be transformed into their counterparts by inversion).

Usually, utility u is a function of the fitness: u(f). However, there is not only a
conceptual difference between those two: the fitness f of a solution r ∈ R is deter-
ministic, while utility u for ψ ∈ Ψ is a stochastic performance measure (i.e., sample
mean, median or maximum), depending on the objective of the study. An observa-
tion is made by running mh(ψ,Psub, tc, s) for the algorithm problem pair (mh,P),
with instance set Psub ⊂ P, termination criteria tc, and random seed sr. The use of
a reliable random seed generator and seeds in combination with repeated runs is of
high importance for u to act as a reliable estimator. Hence, mh’s results depend on
the four parameters ψ,Psub, tc, sr and the interpretation by utility function u. The
quality of a configuration series mh(ψ1,Psub1 , tc, s1), . . . ,mh(ψk,Psubn , tc, sl) further
depends on the underlying experimental design and the configuration space Ψ under
consideration. Comparing configurations ψ1 and ψ2 based on the observations over
a series of runs for mh is not straightforward, because of its stochastic nature. The
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Figure 1.1: The algorithm configuration model from [HHLB11]. The Configurator calls the

Target algorithm in a loop in order to draw conclusions about the quality of parameter settings

for recommendation purposes.

configurator has to evaluate the performance with respect to u, as well as the variance
of the results, here called robustness. Performance and robustness are the two general
measures that the algorithm quality depends upon.

Performance measures largely depend on the objective of the search. Table 1.2
lists objectives and possible performance measures. Case 1 is the most common
case with a given time constraint, finding a best fitness with respect to, i.e., mean
performance. Hence, the quality of a parameter setting always stands in direct relation
to the performance measure used for the investigation. Changing the measure could
drastically change the results and thus the advice which is based on them.

[ES11] offers a theoretical model regarding how to describe algorithm robustness
(see Figure 1.2). The model is primarily theoretical because it assumes a normalized
view of fitness and utility, which is necessary to define the global minimum Min and
maximum Max, as well as the threshold of applicability T. In practice, this is usually
not possible, because global maxima are generally unknown, hampering the inference
of a reasonable T. However, in this case it shows the necessity to illustrate robustness
for algorithms with respect to the range of its applicability to the problem instances,
and the tolerance with respect to the range of parameters. The four criteria in Figure
1.2 can be addressed by the following questions:

A: For how large a range of problem instances performs the problem solver mh
acceptable with f ≥ T? (applicability)

B: How robust is problem solver mh with respect to problem diversity? (fallibility)

C: How large is the range of configurations for problem solver mh with acceptable
utility u ≥ T, given the performance measure and parameter space? (tolerance)

D: How robust is problem solver mh, given the performance measure and parameter
space? (tuneability)

Of further interest for predictions concerning applicability (A) is the question of mh’s
applicability ratio in P and the structure of those instances in the applicable range.
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Table 1.2: Different assumptions and objectives together with their potential performance mea-

sures.
case given objective performance measure

1 runtime tmax maximize fitness f mean, median, best,. . .

2 fitness fmin minimize runtime t execution time

3 tmax, fmin fmin reached for tmax? success ratio,. . .

Figure 1.2: The four features that determine the quality of an algorithm as illustrated in [ES11]:

applicability (A), fallibility (B), tolerance (C), and tuneability (D).

The same applies to the tolerance (C) with respect to the ratio in the configurations.

1.2 Instance-based Algorithm Configuration

This thesis promotes algorithm configurations based on instance-knowledge (instance-
based). Instance-based Algorithm Configuration (IBAC) can be viewed in contrast to
robust configuration in which the settings are assumed to give a high expected outcome
for a whole set or distribution of problems, giving rise to a large applicability. Here,
three ways of IBAC are distinguished:

Category 1: direct instance-based (configuration) tailoring

Category 2: instance-based (configuration) regression

Category 3: instance-based (configuration) classification

In category 1, a whole tailoring process is dedicated to a single instance. Parameter
settings or designs that are optimized for one instance of a problem are called instance-
specific. The process of finding those settings is here defined as tailoring or instance-
based tailoring, as it tailors the algorithm around the instance it is designed for,
promoting what in [KMST10] is called overtuning. However, this is en par with the
line of argumentation in [KMST10]: “tuning on instances of problems is giving more
robustness and solves the overfitting issue”. The utilization of tailored configurations
when applying the metaheuristic to other instances does not guarantee competitive
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results. Most configurators would require an extensive training phase in order to do
this for each new instance, which is why this approach is usually not tangible. 2 and
3 are model-based categories, requiring some kind of learning. 2 addresses learning by
regression, where a so called meta-model is used for the inference of suitable settings
for unseen instances. Clustering in category 3 is a prominent technique to assign
unseen instances to a trained model of clusters, each representing the most suitable
configuration for the members. Approach 1 has a higher expected outcome than 2 and
3, but it has the disadvantage of generally involving higher training costs. Chapter
5 presents a novel approach in category 1 for rapid training based on knowledge
extracted during the run of a problem solver. Chapter 4 presents a novel category 2
approach.

1.3 Problem Statement

In this work, the exposure of otherwise hard coded algorithm decisions to the user is
promoted, increasing the decision space, and by that the complexity of the configu-
ration problem. This, however, is a tangible problem that should be treated by an
experimental scientific approach on those occasions where the computational power
is available. This thesis promotes learning on an instance-basis, accepting a low ap-
plicability of mh with the objective of minimizing fallibility, under the consideration
of harsh time constraints. Additionally, a large tolerance is anticipated. A method
should be able to screen the search space Ψ down to those configurations with high
utility, tolerating low tuneability. The inference or tailoring of specialists[SE10] is also
dealt with in this thesis.

The questions addressed are whether and to what extent the investigated tech-
niques recommend parameter settings with respect to outcome quality and related
costs (i.e., execution time), when compared to the so called robust configurations
(here defined as those with high applicability and utility u > T) and configurations
recommended by competing approaches.

1.4 Objectives and Scope

Algorithm configuration is one of the most important areas of research in the op-
timization community, if not within the scope of algorithm design in general. The
efforts invested into algorithm configuration have resulted in user friendly and statis-
tically sound general tools and frameworks for recommendations on single instances
for static algorithm configuration (see, e.g., [BB11], [Hut11]). The same does not hold
true for the dynamic counterpart, where a general framework for parameter control
during the execution is not known to the author of this thesis. Many algorithm spe-
cific techniques have been proposed though. Further, the option of using machine
learning techniques for meta-optimization in the scope of metaheuristics has not, as
yet, been exhaustively investigated.

Automation is desired in order to relieve the researcher/engineer from making
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choices about algorithm configuration. The success for manual decision making usu-
ally depends on factors such as experience, intuition and luck. Experience and in-
tuition are powerful, but can misguide us at times. The necessity of luck should
be reduced to a minimum, because it does not help us, but rather creates an issue
called over-tuning, which can form an incorrect intuition. This is one of the main
motivations for using of automated algorithm configuration, apart from the fact that
the researcher can focus on the real problem and can thus save precious time and
energy. Automated parameter design can be computationally expensive but is still
significantly cheaper and faster than human based design, and as already indicated,
less failure prone.

The objectives for this thesis are:

1. crediting and building upon the achievements within the machine learning com-
munity by fitting the different problems related to algorithm selection and con-
figuration into a common notion, extending upon the ideas formulated by Rice
from 1976 for the algorithm selection problem (introduced in chapter 2). This
general view should allow any meta optimizer to use methods formally specified
relative to the notion of this thesis.

2. inventing and investigating the means to improve the result quality of meta-
heuristics using IBAC by a combination of experimental design and machine
learning in a semi-automated process (paper 2, 3).

3. inventing and investigating the means for the automation of exploiting run
statistics to receive rapid and competitive parameter settings for static and dy-
namic IBAC for the largest and extremely relevant subclass of metaheuristics,
namely the Population-based Algorithms (PBAs). (paper 4)

The methods are tested on instances of a classic NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problem, the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), utilizing Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
and PSO.

Two novel methods are tested and the experimental results are presented. The
first attempts an IBAC using a category 2 technique by a combination of experimental
design and eager learning. The second one is based on a modular framework, called
Iteration-wise Parameter Learning (IPL), a category 1 approach to rapid decision
making for IBAC.

1.5 Concrete and Verifiable Goals

1. Identify means to improve and automate the finding of parameter settings based
on heuristic decision making for IBAC.

2. Experimentally evaluate instance-specific configurations over robust and default
parameter settings with respect to solution quality and/or execution time.
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3. Experimentally show the competitiveness of IBAC methods compared to a state-
of-the-art model-free algorithm configurator with respect to solution quality and
execution time.

1.6 Contributions

The publications that constitute the contributions of this thesis are listed below and
are logically organized as in Figure 1.3. The author of this thesis is the single author of
all publications. The published content is extended by unpublished material. Small
extensions are added in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 2 presents unpublished work.
Additional experiments and their implications are presented and discussed in chapter
4.

1

2

3

4

Survey

Framework

Experiment

Framework &
Experiment

Static Dynamic

Automatic Algorithm Configuration

Figure 1.3: The four thesis papers in their logical order.

Paper I: Recent Development in Automatic Parameter Tuning for
Metaheuristics

Paper I [Dob10c] gives an overview of the development and achievements within the
scope of automated algorithm configuration for metaheuristics, compiling a state-
of-the-art list concerning related work. A briefer, but more recent, version which is
complemented by a more in depth analysis of instance-specific algorithm configuration
approaches and dynamic parameter control is compiled in the related work chapter
of this thesis.
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Contributions

• A detailed explanation of the historical development of algorithm configuration
approaches and techniques.

• An excerpt of experimental work and preliminary results with the related pros
and cons.

• An analysis of open research directions.

Paper II: A Parameter Tuning Framework for Metaheuristics Based
on Design of Experiments and Artificial Neural Networks

Paper II [Dob10b] introduces a framework for the simplification and standardization of
metaheuristic related algorithm configuration utilizing Design of Experiments (DoE)
and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In many publications researchers present a
rather weak motivation, if any, in relation to their respective choices. Because the
initial parameter settings have a significant impact on the solutions quality, this course
of action could lead to suboptimal experimental results, and thus present a somewhat
fraudulent basis for the drawing of conclusions. The paper exemplifies the problem
via the application of a discrete PSO on TSP.

Contributions

• A new approach combining experimental design and eager learning to recom-
mend parameter settings on a per instance basis for the solving of combinatorial
optimization problems. (Verifiable Goals 2,3, Objective 2)

Paper III: An Experimental Study on Robust Parameter Settings

Paper III [Dob10a] is a response paper to a comparative study on PSO, arguing
against manual algorithm configuration. User assumptions about the relation be-
tween parameter settings and quality gain can lead to serious drawbacks in quality
time trade-off. The paper presents an experimental study in which a discrete PSO
variant from [WHZP03] was implemented and tested for three distinct TSP instances
of the same size, and analysing the result quality of the in [CO09] suggested default
parameter setting for a DoE screening experiment using the parameters of PSO as
factors. The preliminary results show that the default setting was outperformed by
other settings in the basic screening setup in two out of three cases. This shows the
potential for finding more specialized or tailored configurations which could possibly
lead to further improvements in time and quality.

Contributions

• Experiments and results supporting the use of automated algorithm configura-
tor in response to manually optimized parameter settings, guided by intuition.
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(Verifiable Goals 2,3, Objective 2)

• Experiments and results that reveal the problems in trade-off between quality
and runtime. (Verifiable Goals 2,3, Objective 2)

Paper IV: Iteration-wise Parameter Learning

Paper IV [Dob11] investigates the possible implications of a generic and computa-
tionally cheap approach towards parameter analysis for Population-based Algorithms
(PBAs). The affect of parameter settings was analysed in the application of a GA to
a set of TSP instances. The findings suggest that statistics concerning local changes
of a search from iteration i to iteration i + 1 can provide a valuable insight into
the sensitivity of the algorithm to parameter values. A simple method for choosing
static parameter settings has been shown to recommend settings competitive to those
extracted from a state-of-the-art model-free algorithm configurator, ParamILS, with
major advantages in time and set-up.

Contributions

• A novel modular approach combining offline learning, extendable by online con-
figuration adjustment in order to rapidly find high quality parameter settings
when analysing search statistics during a single run in the scenario. (Verifiable
Goals 1,2,3, Objective 3)

• Results that are competitive with the state-of-the-art, with a training phase
more than two orders of magnitude faster in the scenario. (Verifiable Goals
1,2,3, Objective 3)

• The insight that dynamic algorithm configuration as tested with a regulatory
system was not leading to improvements.

1.7 Methodology

The conducted work has been based on literature studies around evolutionary and
swarm algorithms, investigating the algorithm configuration efforts. First investiga-
tions were on experimental design, meta modelling and a statistical analysis. The
fact that machine learning techniques were not exploited for algorithm configuration
in their entirety caused the author to arrive at the automation framework, as intro-
duced in [Dob10b]. A curiosity in relation to the parameter control and state-of-the-
art methods, determined an investigation into the sector and noting that there was
a potential, in this case, for machine learning, and to promote a state view (Markov
Processes), which at a later stage lead to the introduced framework [Dob11].
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1.8 Outline

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides formal definitions of the ad-
dressed meta-problems including algorithm selection, configuration, design and dy-
namic counterparts. Chapter 3 offers an overview to related work, stressing the
primary focus of this thesis: IBAC and dynamic IBAC. Chapters 4 and 5 present
the two suggested frameworks and discuss the achievements in retrospective to the
state-of-the-art. Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and chapter 7 considers potential
directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Research Context

In a talk [Sch05], Barry Schwarz discusses the meaning of choice and the consequences
of having too many choices when facing a decision. The main point is that our
satisfaction even when picking a terrific option is negatively correlated to the amount
of options, because of 1) rising expectations on the outcome, and 2) the fact that even
though the choice has outstanding features, it usually implies a trade-off. This is the
paradox of choice.

The assumption for this work is that it is rather the case that an algorithm exposes
as many parameters (choices) as possible, accompanied by a default setting. In this
manner, a user is able, but not forced to, configure the algorithm. With the advent of
super-computers, multi-core processors and cloud-computing, and where the costs for
CPU time have become cheaper and cheaper, searching large configuration and de-
sign spaces by experimentally investigating different combinations becomes a tangible
possibility. This, however, requires a reliable and customizable approach, delivering
results on a statistically sound basis.

Rice in [Ric76] was the first to define a general formalism for describing the Al-
gorithm Selection Problem (ASP). He acknowledged that an experimental approach
to tackle algorithm selection is inevitable, requiring representative and meaningful
problem features, metrics and a mechanism to draw conclusions in relation to the
appropriateness of an algorithm. The related activity of analyzing problem classes is
sometimes referred to as meta-optimization. A notion to describe meta-optimization
in the scope of metaheuristics is given in this chapter.

There are two dimensions to meta-optimization: a practical and a theoretical one.
As will be shown, some of the problems can theoretically be reduced to each other,
which in general does not change the fact that they are practically different, especially
with respect to time constraints and search spaces.

The explosion of configuration spaces means that there is a greater involvement
relating to questions of superiority of algorithms, while at the same time, opening
up for improvements which could potentially be of many orders of magnitude. A
just search after a best algorithm on a specific problem assumes that the quality

13
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of all algorithms under consideration had been optimized beforehand with respect
to performance and robustness as discussed in chapter 1. This chapter elaborates
upon the appearance of the relationship between algorithm selection and (dynamic)
configuration both in practice and theory.

2.1 Meta-optimization

The problem of finding the most appropriate algorithm for a problem (instance) at
hand was presented and formalized in the seminal paper [Ric76] by John Rice as the
algorithm selection problem (ASP). It is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1. The Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP) is defined as the
quadruple < P,F ,A,Y > with:

• P is a set of problems or problem instances.

• F is a set of features that characterize the problems.

• A is a set of algorithms, or algorithm portfolio [XHHLB08] under comparison.

• Y is a set of metrics, assigning each algorithm a ∈ A a performance vector
y(a), y ∈ Y.

ASP is a classification problem, whose objective is to find a recommender πY ,
supported by knowledge in Y, selects an algorithm a = πY(F(x)), a ∈ A for a problem
instance x ∈ P with

E[u(a, x)] = arg maxE[u(a′, x)],∀a′ ∈ A, (2.1)

given utility function u : A×P → R+.

Even though not explicitly stated in [Ric76], A,F , and Y are here supposed to be
finite, in order to clarify the similarities and challenges for ASP and its extensions.

There is at least one feature that is of practical relevance for all ASPs; the runtime
t(a, x) when executing a on x. When investigating stochastic algorithms with an
unknown optimum (the common case), defining this runtime measure is non trivial,
because a stop criterion has to be defined that is applicable to the problem at hand,
i.e., based on the level of stagnation of the fitness trajectory (stochastic algorithms are
generally not complete, which is why they would not terminate). This further implies
that repeated runs and the interpretation of the resulting statistics are necessary, as
mentioned in the discussion concerning utility in chapter 1.

Assuming a given runtime strategy, algorithm selection by exhaustive search in
which each algorithm in the portfolio is run on the problem instance of interest x ∈ P
is the simplest but computationally most expensive approach. For large portfolios
this is not an option, because the number of experiments grows exponentially in the
amount of algorithms and repeats.
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To view algorithm selection as an ASP is restrictive. Algorithms, such as GAs, are
highly customizable, allowing the user to choose among various designs. A common
design decision is the inclusion of elitism or the choice for or against mutation. All
design choices should be available in the portfolio. The Algorithm Design Problem
(ADP) is the problem of finding a most appropriate static design for an algorithm
a ∈ A, as in:

Definition 2.2. < P,F ,D,Y > is the Algorithm Design Problem (ADP) with
design template D = (V,Σ,R, s). D is a Context Free Grammar (CFG) with V being
the non-terminals (placeholders), Σ the terminals (building-blocks), and R : V →
(V ∪Σ)∗ the finite set of productions for combining building blocks. s ∈ V is the left
hand side non-terminal for the starting rule. P, F , and Y are defined as for ASP .

Building blocks can appear in different positions within D, adding various degrees
of freedom. All possible designs can be represented as a design tree, >D, with root
s. Every path from root s to a leaf of the tree is then a concrete design ψ ∈ ΨD,
with ψ being an instance of the algorithm and ΨD the design space of D. D can
be interpreted as the algorithm specification that can be verified to only produce
executable, valid designs. Seeing the design template as a CFG allows for simple
extensions of design decisions, i.e., different selection criteria for mating partners.
Algorithm design applies to heuristic advisors, operators and, local searchers; the so
called qualitative configuration choices of an algorithm. The objective of ADP is equal
to ASP in 2.1, substituting A by ΨD.

As every context free grammar can be represented by a Finite State Machine
(FSM), only containing a finite number of paths between a start state s and the
terminal nodes (leaf nodes in >D), is the decision space ΨD enumerable. Thus, as for
ASP, all combinations can be tested empirically.

In contrast to qualitative (also called categorical, symbolic, non-ordinal, structural)
decisions, algorithms pose so called quantitative (numerical and ordinal) decisions to
the user. Examples of such decisions are mutation or crossover rates for GAs, or the
inertia weight for a PSO. In order to formally cover these decisions, is the Algorithm
Configuration Problem (ACP) here defined as an extension of ADP.

Definition 2.3. The Algorithm Configuration Problem (ACP) is defined as
< P,F ,Ψ,Y >, with P,F , and Y as for ADP. ACP extends the design space ΨD by
a potentially denumerable configuration space Ψ = ΨD×Θ1× . . .×Θm with Θj being
the domain of quantitative configuration choice j ≤ m. Ψ is potentially denumerable,
because of the potentially real-valued intervals or ordinal parameters (e.g., over N) in
{Θ1, . . ., Θm}.

ACP is the problem of finding a most appropriate static configuration for an
algorithm, attacking a problem x ∈ P or set of instances P ′ ⊂ P, changing the
problem from instance agnostic recommendation to robust recommendation with
πY(F(x)) = ψ,∀x ∈ P, such that:∑

x∈P′

E[u(ψ, x)] ≥
∑
x∈P′

E[u(ψ′, x)],∀ψ′ ∈ Ψ, (2.2)
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The meta-problem of ACP is also referred to as parameter tuning. ACP requires
a more sophisticated approach than ADP because of the impossibility for testing
all algorithm configurations. However, quantitative parameters do allow for model
building by, e.g., regression.

All meta-problems so far, ASP, ADP, and ACP take a black-box view of meta-
optimization. An algorithm, a design, or a configuration is tested, evaluated, and
a winner is chosen based on a meta-decision model. This view is restrictive in two
respects: 1) search progress reveals information that could be used in order to adjust
parameter settings online and 2) the parameter landscape is not static, it depends on
the stages of the process (dynamic of utility, as discussed in chapter 1). The dynamic
Algorithm Configuration Problem (dACP) extends the scope of ACP from a single
decision to an iterative decision making process with the objective of maximizing a
terminal reward.

Definition 2.4. The dynamic Algorithm Configuration Problem (dACP) can
be modelled as < P,FS ,Ψ,Y > with P,Ψ, and Y defined as for ACP . The extended
feature space FS = F × S with F from ACP and S being the domain of search state
features.

The objective for dACP is equal to the one for ACP in 2.2, substituting F by FS .
A synonym for dACP in the scope of EAs is parameter control [EHM99]. Definition
2.4 emphasizes instance-features and the notion of state decisions for configurations.
dACP could be approached heuristically, by eager learning or lazy learning, or a com-
bination of all three. The dACP model applies to almost any algorithm, if parameter
choices are conceptually extended by all kinds of online decisions. Thus, for some
states, the parameter choice may only be partial. However, time dependent decisions
such as the cooling schedule in SA are difficult to pack into the state view. One means
of circumventing this problem is to transform the parameter domain into a discrete
one with operators increase or decrease (see e.g., [MLS10]).

One potential way of building a strategy for dACP is based on Markov Decision
Processes (MDP). MDPs are very efficient for stationary, uncertain, fully discoverable
environments. This view does not fully apply to dACP, because of the following
reasons:

1. The state space is too large to be explored in its entirety, which can be inter-
preted as facing a world that is not fully visible.

2. Comparing states can be expensive, when the search has complex structures.
Thus, usually, state features are extracted and compared instead of the states,
potentially adding an error to the model.

3. The actions are potentially denumerable; an exhaustive search would not even
be possible.

4. Time distances between decisions are usually short and processes often run them
hundreds or thousands of times. Modelling the process as such is unacceptably
expensive.
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5. The involved randomness can be high. Hence, reliable state statistics require
repeats.

6. Changing parameters online is expensive because the features have to be ex-
tracted, and a decision has to be made. Thus, they should not be modified with
any degree of frequency.

These are the main reasons as to why approaches that attempt to find an optimal
policy πY , such as Temporal Difference (TD) algorithms like Q-learning or SARSA-
learning are not doable in practice. With respect to 1 and 2, approximation models
from within the machine learning community can assist in generalizing decisions from
the state space into the action space, derived from a finite training set by an ap-
proximation model. With respect to 3, following the whole decision process is not an
available option due to the state explosion; the cumulative reward can be approxi-
mated with the assistance of Markov Decision Processes (MDP). This discussion will
be continued in chapter 5.

Approaches for dACP can be categorized by two taxonomies: deterministic, adap-
tive and those relying on relative or absolute evidence [ESS07]. Adaptive means that
the configurator reacts upon the search when making decisions online, in contrast to
deterministic ones. Decisions based on absolute evidence extend deterministic rules
by triggering formerly defined static actions when certain events occur. For relative
evidence based strategies the actions and their intensity is not predefined and de-
pends on functional relationships during the run, i.e., based on credit assignment.
The hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.1.

dACP

rules

evidence

deterministic adaptive
(instance-based)

relative absolute

Figure 2.1: The differences in approach for dynamic algorithm configuration.

2.2 Problem Hardness and No Free Lunch

The NFL theorem of optimization [WM97] proved the impossibility for an algorithm
to perform better than any other algorithm over the infinite set of possible problems.
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The theorem applies to all algorithms1 that can be simulated by a Turing Machine,
comprising any type of clustering, classification, and regression method. It qualifies
for deterministic and non-deterministic algorithms likewise.

The distinction between problem hardness in practice and problem hardness in
theory is important here. That ASP is not as practically hard a problem as ACP
and that ACP is not as practically hard a problem as dACP does not require much
convincement. Further, to find the best performing algorithm a in a portfolio A (ASP)
is not practically as hard as finding a, under the assumption that every a′ ∈ A follows
an optimal design ψa′ . However, that the amount of designs for ADP is enumerable
induces:

Theorem 2.1. ASP = ADP

Proof. By set theory.
ADP ⊂ ASP :
P,F , and Y are equal for both. Because ΨD is enumerable with ∃n∈N : |ΨD| = n, n ∈
N, A can be defined as A = ΨD.
ASP ⊂ ADP :
Again, P,F , and Y are equal for both. Construct a design template D = (V,Σ,R, s)
with V = {s}, Σ = A and R with one single rule R = {s→ a1, . . . , an}, for all ai ∈ A
leading to |A| = n designs.
From ASP ⊂ ADP and ADP ⊂ ASP follows the proposition.

This fact makes ASP and ADP, or ASP under the assumption of ADP (optimal
ψa′ for all a′ in A) in theory the same problem. Even though the scope is different
(selection vs. design), the problems can be reduced to each other. Performing ASP
under ADP considering n algorithms results in

∑
i≤n |ADPi| possible total designs.

Thus, combining selection and design can be very expensive for large selection or de-
sign spaces. Usually, a compromise between the amount of designs for each algorithm
and the amount of algorithms to compare has to be made. The relation of ADP to
ACP has already been indicated. It is therefore rather trivial to show the following:

Theorem 2.2. ADP ⊂ ACP

Proof. P,F , and Y are equal for both. Each ADP problem can trivially be formalized
as an ACP problem with Ψ = ΨD.

As a consequence, ASP ⊂ ACP (follows directly by Theorem 2.1). The fact that
ASP is a subset of ACP, and that the NFL theorem was proved for ASP shows that
there is also no free lunch for ACP. On the other hand side, the existence of free
lunches within ASP had been proved by Poli et al. [PG09]. Interesting open research
questions are therefore: Is there a describable free lunch subset in ACP (ASP)? How
can it be described? Is the related membership problem decidable? Would that be
computationally expensive?

1“effective methods expressed as finite lists of well defined instructions for calculating a function.”
(according to Wikipedia, last time visited: 12.09.2011)
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Even though ADP defines a finite space, qualitative parameters are generally
harder to treat than quantitative ones, because they do not define metrical spaces
to order the observations so; no meaningful closeness is defined. Hence, in order to
obtain a reasonable picture of the parameter impact, all options have to be tested.
The fact that parameter choices can impact each other further complicates the deci-
sion making. However, in some cases it is possible to convert qualitative parameters
into quantitative ones (quasi-continuous or pseudo-ordinal).

The finding of a static configuration (ACP) and the dynamic finding of configu-
rations based on state decisions (dACP) could be treated as independent problems.
One involves only the meta-optimization problem by a black-box approach, while the
other uses online decision making. However, the following still holds:

Theorem 2.3. ACP ⊂ dACP

Proof. dACP extends the single decision problem ACP to n decisions. ACP can be
modeled as dACP with S = ∅.

The objective for ACP is to find an optimal configuration for a one step transition
from the start of the run to its termination, maximizing the expected utility. dACP is
very similar but the difference is on making decisions on t search states, while having to
deal with a multi-objective-problem with the two competing objectives diversification
and intensification for each state decision.

For all meta-problems defined here the objective is to make an optimal choice
with respect to the utility metrics from the design or configuration space. However,
it is expected that an optimal policy πY in dACP performs favorably compared to an
optimal configuration ψ for ACP over x ∈ P with

E[udACP (πY , x)] > E[uACP (ψ, x)]. (2.3)

Otherwise the efforts to an online approach, reacting on state changes, would not be
justified. This implies that a suboptimal strategy for dACP could, and is expected
to, return better solutions than an optimal configuration for ACP, even if those set-
tings found for dACP do not enforce peak performance in all states. An interesting
sub-problem of dACP is Adaptive Operator Selection (AOS), reducing dACP to quali-
tative decisions (a dynamic extension of ADP). Because of the hardness of the problem
do recent approaches often only address AOS.

The choice of problem space P and feature space F are deciding factors, orthogonal
to the algorithm problem hierarchy. The configurations and designs suggested from
empirical studies based on those spaces are likely to perform in a worse manner for
other P, and generalization is not guaranteed.

2.3 An Instance-based View on Meta-optimization

The relation between instance-based approaches to algorithm configuration and the
presented meta-optimization hierarchy is now further elaborated upon. With respect
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to category 1 based approaches, the tailoring of an algorithm for a problem instance is
simply conducted by formally reducing the problem set to a single instance P = {x}.
Feature or state knowledge can still help to support the choice of the algorithm, and is
incorporated via the metrics in Y. Learning approaches in category 2 and 3 can take
advantage of a well described problem by a state view on algorithm configuration.
Their main distinction concerns the policy πY , which for category 2 methods is based
on regression, and for category 3 methods on clustering. Formalizing dACP as a
learning problem, matching problem instance and state features in FS with metrics
in Y offers a way to describe general, algorithm independent, approaches to tackle it.

2.4 Summary

The objective of this chapter was to reveal relationships between the problems of
algorithm selection, design, configuration and their dynamic extensions, building a
hierarchy which can be used as a notion for meta-optimization. The most essential
part is that, once strategies are found to be efficient for one of the problems, they
might be easier to be used and reformulated for others, following this nomenclature.
Viewing the selection of algorithms and their configurations state decisions is one that
is common to machine learning, and could be used for the building of hyper heuristics,
as well as systems conducting dynamic control. This promotes the instance-based view
of algorithm configuration by the author.

However, it should be noted that, in practice, the presented problems face different
challenges: dACP usually has short intervals, requiring decisions at runtime; a lazy
learning approach is this more suitable. ACP has long runs with the learning being
heavily based on the feature knowledge of the instance, suggesting an eager learning
approach. Thus, even though formulations are similar, the runtime requirements are
not. Theory and practice are far apart (see Figure 2.2). Additionally, a rigorous
algorithm selection study would require a rigorous algorithm design, which is itself is
based on a rigorous algorithm configuration for each algorithm in the classification
space A. ASP, ADP and ACP (dACP) happen on different layers of granularity with
their quality depending on the respective quality of the successor.

Finding the optimal algorithm based on those assumptions is not an option. Con-
sideration must be given to the fact that the upper bounds in optimization are time
and computational power. It will thus always be a compromise, and given more of
either, it should be possible with the given methods to find even better algorithm
configurations and designs, potentially leading to even better results. The objective
in this case is to find the best setting under given constraints in time and space, and
determining methodologies which are able to scale with respect to execution time and
computational power.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Independent work from the machine learning, evolutionary computing, and operations
research fields have caused there to be an interest in the direction of algorithm or
model selection (ASP), design (ADP) and configuration (ACP, dACP). An overview
in the scope of metaheuristics is provided here with an emphasis on ACP and dACP.
The elements that a configurator requires are:

1. a mechanism to select the configurations for training.

2. a mechanism to select the training instances.

3. a mechanism to compare the quality of configurations.

4. stop criteria for each run and the investigation as a whole.

The objective of this section is to present studies and proposals for algorithm con-
figuration (ACP), describing their applicability for robust and especially IBAC of
metaheuristics.

3.1 Static Algorithm Configuration

Algorithm configuration approaches can be sub-divided into model-free and model-
based. Model-free configurators use heuristic rules to guide the parameter choices.
Model-based approaches build a model (e.g., supported by regression or classifica-
tion), based on previous experimental results and observations. This model is used to
decide the configurations for subsequent investigations. When configuration choices
and conclusions are affected by previous observations from the last experiment(s) in
a sequential order, this is called an iterative experimental design. As knowledge col-
lected from experiments provides valuable information for search space analysis, most
approaches to ACP are iterative in some sense. So called single-stage procedures test
each setting for a fixed number of times, whereas multi-stage configurators follow a

23
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more sophisticated approach, e.g., by directly racing certain settings in order to rule
out statistically inferior ones before a maximum of runs, saving time.

3.1.1 Model-free

Model-free configurators make their decisions based on heuristic rules, similar to meta-
heuristics. They make no supposedly intelligent configurational choices. Their recom-
mendations do not generalize to other problem instances or domains. In return, this
means that model-free methods cannot be used for efficient IBAC.

Racing is a model selection technique, firstly introduced in [MM97]. It detects
non-competitive configurations by continuously exposing a portfolio of configurations
to new training instances. Racing methods rely on statistical tests for online rejection
of statistically significantly lower performers (e.g., Analysis of Variance (ANOVA),
students t-test). F-Race [BSPV02] is a racing algorithm, using a non-parametric null
hypothesis test to decide a rank order between the evaluated configurations. That
way, training time can be reduced significantly because inferior settings are rejected
before the completion of a whole series, making F-Race a multi-stage approach. F-
Race consists of two phases: 1) the aggregate test, and 2) a pair-wise comparison
between individuals on a tournament basis. F-Race assumes interactions of parame-
ters to be linear and requires an experimental design. The original version works only
for a handful of parameters, due to scaling problems in the choice of experimental
design. Algorithmic extensions and improved design choices improved the scalability,
introducing an iterative variant [BBS07]. F-Race can be used for mixed parameter
spaces, and had been applied in many different contexts, primarily improving upon
combinatorial problems for various metaheuristics (see an overview in [BZBS09]).

ParamILS is a template for model-free algorithm configuration by local search.
[HHS07] presents and experimentally evaluates two implementations: BasicILS and
FocussedILS. BasicILS compares simple estimates for the cost statistics of subsequent
runs. FocussedILS attempts to overcome overconfidence from the training instances
by “adaptively choosing the number of training instances to be used for the evaluation
of each parameter configuration”[HHLBS09]. [HHS07] gives a proof of convergence
towards an optimum for FocussedILS assuming an unbiased estimator. Both utilize
ILS techniques in order to guide the search towards promising areas in the param-
eter space with a one exchange neighbourhood approach for each new experiment.
ParamILS, however, requires the user to discretize all parameter ranges and are thus
not able to treat quantitative parameters. The application of ParamILS led to signifi-
cant improvements of many orders of magnitude, configuring satisfiability (SAT) and
Mixed Integer Problem (MIP) solvers [HHLBS09], and defines the state-of-the-art for
a model-free configuration.

Random Online Aggressive Racing (ROAR) is a very recently introduced racing
algorithm, presented in [HHLB11]. It does not restrict the user to discrete parameter
choices, making use of Random Forests (RF), and does not require any discretization
of parameter ranges. ROAR involves selecting candidates at random, aggressively
rejecting settings online. It can further effectively cope with sets of instances, due to
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the introduction of a new general strategy to challenge incumbents. It outperformed
ParamILS tuning two SAT solvers in a scenario, when minimizing runtime.

3.1.2 Model-based

Model-based approaches can be sub-divided into those with explicit and implicit mod-
els of the underlying configuration space. Explicit models can be visualized and anal-
ysed by a user, in contrast to implicit models.

Implicit

ANNs and EAs can be seen as two types of implicit models (or black-boxes). It is
difficult to trace exactly how they reached their conclusions and to make sense of this
thus, implying low transparency and extrapolation capabilities. Nevertheless, they
train, or evolve, models.

There is a historical line of evolutionary approaches to meta-optimization, starting
out with the Meta-EA introduced in [MS78]. EAs are suitable for ill defined prob-
lems (many variables, very general), which meta-optimization could be considered as.
The parameter choices are encoded in the EA’s genotype. An evolutionary approach
intensifies good parameter regions, and abandons bad ones by testing and evaluat-
ing them, using the performance measure for fitness assessment. Meta-GA [Gre86],
Covariance Matrix Adaptation ES (CMA-ES) [Han06] and Gender-Based Genetic Al-
gorithm (GGA) [AST09] extend the principal idea, with GGA being, presently, most
competitive general implicit model-based configurator, judging from the results in
[AST09], [HHLB11], and [KMST10]. However, CMA-ES is a very efficient optimizer
for quantitative parameter ranges only (see, e.g., [SE09a]). Meta-EA’s are primarily
used for robust configuration and cannot straight away be applied for IBAC.

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are a class that grew out from the
evolutionary computation scene. Instead of recombination and mutation, an iterative
improvement is attempted by the probabilistic modeling and decision making based
on observations over expected improvement distributions. Relevance estimation and
value calibration (REVAC) [ME06] is an EDA for algorithm configuration. It esti-
mates the distribution of promising configurations by means of information theory.
A disadvantage of REVAC is that it assumes parameters to be independent, which is
generally not the case, building isolated models for each parameter. When applied to
a simple GA for the solving of a set of multi-modal test functions REVAC performed
either en par or slightly better than Meta-GA. The fact that EDAs retain an accessible
model (e.g., entropy knowledge for REVAC) makes them more applicable for model-
based decision making. However, as the objective is usually guided by maximizing
fitness over a problem instance (set), the resulting configuration can be considered a
robust one.
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Explicit

Examples of explicit model-based methods are regression, classification, or response
surface methods (RSM). Explicit models allow for the interpretations of potential
improvements when selecting samples, in this context configurations. The models
can even be used for the interpolation or extrapolation of so far unknown responses
(problem instances).

Most explicit model-based configurators have their roots in either traditional ex-
perimental design or global black-box optimization. Design of Experiments (DoE)
is a classic method for conducting of representative experiments, firstly introduced
in [Fis35]. It attempts to minimize the amount of experiments, while ensuring high
quality results. Experiments have variables for input (factors) and output (responses).
DoE suggests extreme value analysis, combined with centre point analysis of the fac-
tor space. It was originally invented based on the idea of physical experiments. This
is the reason why DoE does not fit the problem of algorithm configuration very well:
parameter spaces are large, noise is not due to the measurement but due to added
randomness. An experimental approach for problems in the wider scope of computer
simulations should take advantage of the fact that setups are easier and cheaper re-
produced than in nature. Computer simulations have other demands, which is why
Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments (DACE, [SWMW89]) was invented.

In ([JSW98]), the authors propose an algorithm for the creation of a RSM for
black-box functions, called Efficient Global Optimization (EGO). It makes use of
the DACE principle for experimental design (exploration) combined with branch-
and-bound based search in the most promising areas (exploitation). It is the first
method in this context to use an expected improvement measure EI, selecting only
those configurations that maximize the likelihood of finding solution of improved
quality. For that matter, EGO uses the former observations and a Gaussian Process
(GP) based meta-model. The computation of EI is cheap, supplying the algorithm
with promising sample points (configurations) for assessment. EGO is restricted to
deterministic algorithms.

Calibra, proposed in [ADL06], is similar to EGO, combining DoE based exper-
imental design for exploration and local search for exploitation. The DoE basis
involved scalability problems, reducing the scope to low dimensional numerical pa-
rameter spaces. Calibra can cope with instance sets, realizing a solution for robust
configuration. [HHS07] shows that ParamILS is en par or better than Calibra for SAT
optimizers, with the advantage of treating large configuration spaces.

[HHHLB06] presents the configuration of metaheuristics using problem-instance
features in the first study the author of this thesis is aware of. It is a a runtime
analysis study on local search based SAT solvers. The meta-model is a ridge regression
model which for a pair (x, ψ) with unknown problem-instance x and configuration ψ
predicts the expected runtime, assuming a rigorous training phase and an automated
extraction of 43 features from each instance. The experiments led to considerable
improvements of real runtime, as the configuration with lowest expected runtime was
chosen. [MS09], however, report the inappropriateness of the approach in the scope
of ILS configuration. They refer that back to what they term the problem of non
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pre-stabilized configurations (More on that in Section 4.5).

Two extensions to EGO for stochastic algorithm treatment are Sequential Pa-
rameter Optimization (SPO) [BBLP05] and Sequential Kriging Optimization (SKO)
[HANZ06]. SPO extends EGO by an experimental model error using a Gaussian dis-
tribution with mean-zero variance. SPO is not primarily an algorithm but a method-
ology stressing the need for the experimenter to sharpen the questions. The initial
version of SPO is only able to handle quantitative parameters. Studies in Hutter et
al. in [HHLBM09] suggested the superiority of SPO over SKO, due to better robust-
ness characteristics. They further extended SPO by a combination of randomized and
Latin Hypercube Design (LHD), an improved intensification technique, model trans-
formation, and a better improvement criterion, leading to significant improvements
to its previous version in the investigated scenarios, optimizing two target algorithms
on a set of continuous test functions.

Time-bound SPO (TB-SPO), as introduced in [HHLBM10] and extended by the
same group in [HHLB11], further adds on the SPO principle, first by single-instance
based runtime-prediction, and later by multi-instance based robust recommendation
of configurations for randomized algorithms. [HHLB11] introduces for the first time
a method for treating qualitative parameters efficiently by a Random Forests (RF)
model. They further formalize the SPO principle into an algorithm with three iterated
steps: 1) model fitting, 2) selection of new configurations to be investigated, and 3) a
time-bounded intensification phase, in which the configurations are tested on a subset
of the training set. Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) is an
implementation of SPO. Its training consists of fitness assessment based on a mixture
of 1) configurations selected uniformly at random, and 2) the expected improvement
criterion from [JSW98]. SMAC performed in a favorable manner on a multitude
of experiments (see [HHLB11]) in the context of runtime prediction compared to
ParamILS and GGA.

Stochastic offline programming (SOP) [MS09] is a category 3 IBAC approach for
qualitative parameters, applicable for both ACP and dACP. It promotes a framework
that consists of two phases: 1) clustering a set of training instances with respect to a
feature space, and 2) finding a so called distribution of heuristics (DoH) for the train-
ing of heuristic choices offline. The clustering requires a normalization of the feature
space and the assumption that small changes in the feature space inversely produce
only insignificant changes in the parameter space, when maximizing parameter util-
ity. In other words, similar algorithm-instances behave in a very similar manner when
initialized with the same configuration. They suggest the usage of g-means clustering
[HE03], further assuming a Gaussian distribution around the cluster centres. In 2, for
each cluster, a discrete distribution is created for each choice, following ‘Algorithm 1’
in [MS09] until the resulting cumulative distribution function “is not further improv-
ing”. Test instances are assigned to the closest cluster in the feature space, utilizing
its DoH. The authors conduct repeated experiments, configuring a greedy Stochastic
Local Search (SLS) for the Set Covering Problem (SCP), based a single degree of free-
dom with six discrete choices. For the final run, choices are drawn at random from the
DoH. The results of the experimental studies show that the method is an improvement
over choosing uniform at random or single best choice only, in the different setups
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for SOP. The presented upper bound for the greedy algorithm is also based on SOP,
which is why it is probably not the lowest upper bound possible (e.g. Q-learning could
give a better one). The recommended approach for qualitative choices would grow
exponentially in time considering the number of parameters and choices. The actual
training efforts for the training of the one-dimensional DoH remain unmentioned in the
paper. [KMST10] tests a new configuration of SOP, where the distribution approach
is exchanged for GGA, otherwise remaining the same, therefore able to treat any con-
figuration space. The results show that the switch to GGA is competitive in relation
to the DoH-based SOP, as it is approximately five times faster in the scenario. While
tuning a MIP solvers on numerical problems, the method significantly outperformed
the basic GGA. However

”
both approaches are learning intensive, requiring suitable

problem features, instances, and probably a great deal of computational power in the
learning phase. Numbers about training time are mentioned in [KMST10] either.

3.2 Dynamic Algorithm Configuration

As discussed in chapter 2, dACP suggests a white-box approach to algorithm configu-
ration, enforcing configurational changes during a solving process. Dynamic algorithm
configuration is a broad field that touches, among others, process optimization and
dynamic optimization problems. dACP methods can be sub-divided into determin-
istic and adaptive, as introduced in chapter 2. Adaptive recommendations can be
considered IBAC, as they build their decisions on process and state knowledge, often
packaged by Credit Assignment Methods (CAM). Deterministic strategies share sim-
ilarities with robust configurations for ACP, which is why they are of lesser relevance
to dynamic IBAC. Another important alternative to deterministic and adaptive al-
gorithm configuration is what in [EHM99] is coined self-adaptive approaches in the
context of EAs. Self-adaptation addresses the principal of an EA to dynamically im-
prove its parameter settings by making the parametric choices part of its genotype,
solving the problem implicitly. The reason why self-adaptivity is not addressed in
here is that it only is a valid choice for EAs, an important, but very specific subclass
of metaheuristics. References to related work can be found for instance in [EMSS07]
including deterministic and self-adaptive strategies. It follows a brief overview of
approaches in adaptive dACP.

One of the first achievements within online parameter adaptation in the scope
of EAs was the Rechenbergs 1/5th success rule for Evolutionary Strategies (ES),
making use of mutation success ratio. The rule arose from the experimental results
of a study on two test-functions, supposedly boost performance, while being easy to
implement. [EMSS07] argues that it is not used today anymore because it practically
only covers certain types of problems and not, for instance, non-isotropic functions.
The 1/5th rule is not a general dACP approach, having a reduced scope to a single
quantitative parameter of a single algorithm. In the review for 30 years of parameter
control [DJ07], De Jong argues that the only highly used adaptive strategies are those
for ES. He further imparts his opinion that dynamic configuration should only be
expected to improve results for dynamic problems. Another study that only applies
to a specific sub-class of metaheuristics is [DGH09], attempting a general theory of
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how the parameters crossover rate, mutation rate and selection pressure for GAs relate
to each other. [ESS07] reviews a great deal of approaches within EA, concentrating on
single parameter investigations in isolation, or correlations between two parameters,
drawing conclusions only applicable in the scope of the algorithm instance. They are of
course valuable contributions, but from a dACP perspective it would be interesting to
create a general method that finds such relations itself by an automated investigations.

Current, more general, studies within evolutionary computation focus primarily
on AOS for low dimensional qualitative parameter spaces, usually narrowed to re-
combination and mutation (e.g., in [BMES00]). For TS or SA, parameter controlling
schedules exist, addressing the trade-off between diversification and intensification
(i.e., [AZ04]). Many AOS techniques make use of a combination of Reinforcement
Learning (RL) and CAM, utilizing diverse (fair) selection strategies, such as, adap-
tive pursuit [Thi07], or dynamic multi-armed bandits [DFSS08]. To the best of the
authors knowledge, all AOS approaches assume a finite parameter space, investigating
different kinds of EAs. However, the principal could be used for other algorithms as
well, applying it to dynamic IBAC in the scope of operator selection and algorithm
design. Experimental results in the scope of AOS ([Whi06], [FDCSS08]) give reason
to believe that:

Corollary. The choice of operator ψ1 with low probability of improvement p(ψ1|x) for
a given search state x, but a high maximum utility arg maxu(ψ1, x) is in the long run
a better choice than ψ2 with high p(ψ2|x) but a significantly lower maximum utility
than ψ1:

δ arg maxu(ψ2, x) < arg maxu(ψ1, x), δ ∈ N+, (3.1)

even if E[u(ψ2, x)] > E[u(ψ1, x)].

The probability of improvement receives less weight than the potential immedi-
ate reward. In any case, the objective is not necessarily to find single settings that
suite best for each situation, but to find a set of configurations with high expected
terminal utility for miscellaneous situations. [MLS10] presents a framework for AOS
consisting of two modules. The first module tests and ranks heuristics online in a
portfolio, while module two dynamically migrates candidates into the portfolio and
excludes candidates from the portfolio, depending on performance and expected per-
formance criteria. The framework adds a multitude of meta parameters and implies a
considerable implementation effort. For the investigated problems, results for an EA
improved significantly compared to former studies of single advisor search, while no
generally best operator was found, which supports the usage of dynamic configuration
methods, even for static problems (SAT in this case).

Reactive Search Optimization (RSO) [BBM08] is a customizable framework for
dACP, investigating the joint effect of using sequences of operators in order to in-
fer policies, maximizing an expected terminal reward. RSO makes extensive use of
repeated runs and restart rules. In [BBC08], RSO is combined with RL, in order
to learn the adjustment of a single pseudo-continuous parameter with three values
{∆ ↑,−,∆ ↓} for SA. The process view reduces the practical applicability of RSO
to small parameter spaces, however, introducing valuable ideas and noteworthy im-
provements for those low dimensional spaces.
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3.3 Algorithm Selection and Design

Research communities outside the scope of metaheuristics address related questions
about algorithm or model selection and design. [SM08] gives a relatively recent
overview of machine-learning approaches that tackles ASP, e.g., using expert sys-
tems, regression, or classification methods. The paper outlines that cross-referencing
between different communities is rare, in some cases isolating the accomplishments.
[SM08] particularly mentions meta learning, a sub-field of machine learning, dealing
with decision making for discovering and utilizing meta knowledge in the context of
meta-optimization. She argues that the achievements do not receive the required
attention, encouraging a broader literature foundation and a more inter-disciplinary
approach. Research for ACP and dACP makes extensive use of machine learning
techniques, for online (e.g., ([BBC08]) and offline (e.g., [KMST10]) decision making,
and should therefore be more updated about meta learning accomplishments.

Research in Hyper-Heuristics (HH) or Program Synthesis (PS) is highly engaged
with ADP problems, e.g., using Genetic Programming (GP) techniques (see, i.e.,
[Fuk02]). HH is a non-learner approach to heuristic selection and generation using
building-blocks whose objective is to automate the invention of more sophisticated
search methods [BHK+10]. Burke’s definition of HH is: “hyper heuristics is a search
method or learning mechanism for selecting or generating heuristics to solve computa-
tional search problems”. As of today, our knowledge about general algorithm quality
and applicability is rather crude. HH envision the automatic creation of algorithms
with respect to the properties of the problem; very similar to the objectives for algo-
rithm configuration. However, HH rather addresses ADP, not ACP; search spaces are
usually finite, but huge.

Computer aided algorithm design is promoted by Holger Hoos and his research
group at the University of British Columbia. Their objective is the transition from
manual to automated configuration and design of algorithms, using fully formalized
procedures for a more effective exploration of design spaces[XHHLB08]. One of the
recent and very successful algorithm portfolios that is based on the computer aided
design principle is Satenstein [KXHLB09], a collection of five building blocks covering
41 parameters, of which 24 are quantitative. The study shows that large improve-
ments up to orders of magnitude over default algorithm designs can be expected when
exposing large design spaces, retrieved from the algorithm. The group uses parallel
processing and grid-computing for their experiments in order to deal with the huge
design spaces.

PS postulates an ambitious research objective; the synthesis of programs from
(not necessarily executable) specification [BDF+04]. PS develops means to automate
program creation. PS is tightly related to the field of formal software specification,
carrying the vision that a sound description of the objective of a program could be
used as a building plan for a verifiable correct program, involving automated software
development. Work using GP in this scope can be found in [Olt05].



Chapter 4

Instance-based Configuration by
Regression

The first contribution is within the scope of IBAC for metaheuristics, as introduced
in Paper II [Dob10b]. With respect to the IBAC categorization in chapter 1, this
framework belongs to category 2: IBAC by regression. It incorporates 1) experimen-
tal design to gather knowledge about the configurational impact on performance, and
2) machine learning in order to model the relationship between problem and config-
uration space with the objective to use that model for the suggestion of appropriate
configurations for unknown problem instances. The paper illustrates stage one by
DoE and stage two by ANN. The concept was formalized and exemplified for discrete
PSO applied to TSP. Paper III [Dob10a] extends the conceptual work from [Dob10b],
adding to the discussion of performance-time trade-off and robust algorithm configura-
tion. In this chapter the framework is briefly introduced, followed by the presentation
and evaluation of new experimental results.

4.1 Framework

In the conceptual paper [Dob10b], an approach to overcome the performance consist-
ing of robust algorithm configuration is proposed. The paper explains a phase problem
generalization methodology (see Figure 4.1) and suggests to conduct algorithm con-
figuration for metaheuristics on a variety of dissimilar but relevant problem instances,
using an experimental design. Problem instances and their respective configurations
together with their problem-specific features are then used to train a meta-model.
This model can then be used as a recommender for formerly unseen problem in-
stances for the prediction of configurations, assumed to produce better performance
than robust settings with respect to the algorithm problem pair.

31
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Figure 4.1: The category 2 iteration-based algorithm configuration framework from [Dob10b].

4.2 Robust Parameter Settings

The study in [Dob10a] investigates the tuneability of a discrete PSO algorithm for
TSP, comparing the experimental results to the default parameter setting used in
the comparative study [CO09]. The experiments in the paper follow a full factorial
screening design with four factors (see Table 4.1) and the two responses fitness and
execution time. The objective of the study was to reveal that structural differences
among instances have a varying inverse impact on the quality of configurations. The
study reveals that for three problem instances of the same size:

1. The fitness/time trade-off for the default setting is overall poor.

2. In two out of three cases performed another setting better than the default one,
with on average a 17% benefit in time, and a 7% percent fitness advantage.
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Table 4.1: The factors for the full factorial design in [Dob10a].

factor data type min max

iterations integer 100 500
population size integer 50 150
α decimal 0,50 0,99
β decimal 0,50 0,99

Table 4.2: The control parameters of the basic genetic algorithm.

Numbers are based on repeated experiments and are compared by their fitness sample-
mean. Screening experiments are generally a coarse grained investigation, allowing the
assumption that further investigations could have led to even further improvements
over the default setting.

4.3 Methodology

In an experimental study that extends paper II [Dob10b] a basic GA was tested for
TSP applying a combination of LHD and ParamILS for phase one and an ANN for
phase two of the framework. A thorough experimental design underlay the choice
of problem-instances for the network training. The model was tested for parameter
recommendation on a variety of problem instances, formerly unknown to the model.
The results of the runs using those configurations were compared with those from
a robust setting, obtained from the state-of-the-art parameter tuner ParamILS. The
GA used in this study is the same as in paper IV [Dob11]. For convenience reasons
is the configuration space available in Table 4.2. The network used is the out-of-the-
box feed-forward newff from Matlab with default initialization. All experiments were
executed on a Dell Xeon 3500 with 4 cores and 6 gigabyte of random access memory.

Problem Instances

The 100 training instances were carefully selected from a set of 2.000 instances of
sizes between 150 and 600. Sizes and the positioning of cities where drawn unified at
random. The purpose was to create a set of instances with a large spread in hardness.
Random maps were chosen because of the general belief that they are harder to solve
than those containing more structure [FSHM05]. The GA was executed 20 times for
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Table 4.3: The TSP features with impact on instance hardness.
feature explanation

f1 standard deviation of distances

f2 radius: mean distance from each city to the centroid

f3 fraction of distinct distances (precision of 2)

f4 normalized nearest neighbor distances

f5 coefficient of variation for f4
f6 cluster ratio (clusters were created by GDBSCAN [SEKX98])

f7 outlier ratio

f8 mean cluster radius: average of f2 over all clusters

f9 amount of cities

all 2.000 instances with a default configuration1 and a stop criterion of 300 seconds
runtime in order to assess the hardness of the instances. The optimality gap for
the normalized fitness achievements (the optima where derived using the concorde
TSP solver2) was used to rank the instances. The resulting optimality gap to rank
correlation was approximately linear, motivating a rank based selection of instances
for the training set (in equidistant intervals of 20).

Feature Extraction

Nine features with impact on instance hardness (see Table 4.3, according to [SMVHL10])
serve as inputs for the network, representing a problem instance. They are supposed
to distinguish the configurational needs (network output) of the different training
instances.

Instance-based Tailoring for the Training

The network training in phase two requires reference configurations for each problem
instance in the training set. FocussedILS [HHLBS09] was used for the instance-specific
tailoring for each training instance. For that reason were all quantitative parameter
ranges discretized (see Table 4.2, column 3).3 ParamILS received a 12 hour time
window for each problem instance, stopping each run after 300 seconds.

Model Building

The network was learned in supervised manner using the 100 training instances
x1, . . . , x100, represented by (fi, ψi) their respective feature, configuration pairs:

1following a brief manual investigation.
2http://www.tsp.gatech.edu/concorde.html
3This simplified scenario still contains 1.382.400 possible configurations. A brute-force search,

testing each setting only once (carrying a large stochastic bias) would take about 66 years on a one
processor machine, assuming a runtime of 300 seconds per experiment.

http://www.tsp.gatech.edu/concorde.html
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{(f1, ψ1), . . . , (f100, ψ100)}. The network requires a pre-processing of qualitative pa-
rameters. All qualitative parameters were transformed into range {0, 1}: 1 if present
in a configuration, 0 otherwise. The interpolated values for recommendation are then
chosen from the set of alternative options {θ1, . . . , θm} = Θl in Ψ as the alternative
from Θj with value closest to 1 in ψi. This transformation also simplified the normal-
ization of the Mean Square Error (MSE) calculation for the assessment of the model
fit for the cross-validation. The ANN for the study was chosen as the one with the
lowest normalized MSE after a 10-fold cross-validation with Monte Carlo simulations
of size 100. In order to treat out of bounds values recommended by the regression
model (e.g., a negative mutation rate) were all out of bounds values set to the closest
extreme in the respective ranges (Table 4.2, column 2).

Verification

50 instances {x′1, . . . , x′50} were selected uniformly at random among the remaining
1.900 for validation reasons. The respective configurations {ψ′1, . . . , ψ′50} suggested
by the network where each tested for 20 independent GA runs of 300 seconds on the
respective instances: ga(x′1, ψ

′
1), . . . , ga(x′50, ψ

′
50).

4.4 Preliminary Results

The box-plot in Figure 4.2 shows the normalized optimality gap og over all experi-
ments as:

og(µi, opti) =
µi
opti

− 1 (4.1)

using sample-mean µi as performance measure and optimum opti. The results are
compared to a robust configuration, acquired by selecting the respective parameter
values for each parameter with most appearances in {ψ1, . . . , ψ100}4. Left in Figure
4.2 are the results for the robust setting with a median quartile og lying between
10 and 12 percent. The interpolated settings in the right show considerably worse
performance for the same test problems with a larger variance and a higher mean.
Additionally, outliers for ψParamILS are considerably better than the main body of
the distribution, while those for ψANN are considerably worse.

4.5 Contributions

The framework introduced in [Dob10b] and evaluated here integrates experimental
design by LHD and eager machine learning by ANN for IBAC, not used this way
for ACP thus far. The model allows for interpolation of configurations, without real-
time penalty in scenarios where a training phase is affordable. It is different to the
framework presented in [HHHLB06] in following respects:

4ψParamILS = (tournament, 0.85, f lip, 0.01, 0.07, PMX, 0.7, 60)
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Figure 4.2: The optimality gap og for the robust setting ψParamILS (left) and the settings

suggested by the proposed approach ψANN (right), both utilized on the same test set.

1. Recommendations of configurations are immediate, no expected outcome for
different configurations has to be derived at run-time, requiring only a single
call of the ANN.

2. The problem of fitness maximization by configuration is harder than runtime
prediction because of two reasons:

• The runtime of algorithms in [HHHLB06] could be modeled by ridge regres-
sion over the feature space. The feature-configuration relation with respect
to direct parameter value recommendation is supposedly more complex and
requires a non-linear modeling approach, as suggested in [Dob10b].

• In the scenario here, optimal results where only used for comparison pur-
poses, not as knowledge in the training process. This is a more realistic
constraint, as optimal results are usually not known.

3. The here proposed method can be used for quantitative and qualitative param-
eters in a mixed setup.

However, the investment into a regression model did not prove to be useful, con-
sidering the results. Potential failure sources are:

1. Inappropriate features.

2. Inappropriate problem instances.

3. Inappropriate model.
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4. Inappropriate evidence for the training.

1 can be ruled out as the features are backed up by [SE09b]. Substantial knowledge
about feature impact on problem hardness was made available to the network. With
respect to 2, the training set has to be appropriate in size, diversity, and relevancy.
Instances may not be too hard, or too easy and further relevant, otherwise is the
model in danger to overfit. It cannot be ruled out as a failure source here, since 100
instances might have been too few for a generalization model of three qualitative and
five quantitative parameters, inspite of the careful selection process. With respect
to 3, a feed forward ANN from the shelf is possibly not suitable for the automated
recommendation problem. This might be due to two reasons. Firstly, the network
was setup with a default configuration (layers, weights, etc.). Tuning the network was
not considered an option (no meta-meta optimization). Secondly, the problem of pre-
stabilization: The approach in [HHHLB06] did not work for [KMST10], assumingly
because of the interpolation of potentially incompatible (poor) configurations. A
regression model could interpolate values that have never been used in combination
before, and in fact, could lead to very poor results. With respect to 4, the instance-
specific tailoring for the 100 training instances resulted even in slightly better results
for the training instances than the robust setting (no illustration given), suggesting
that the settings are near-optimal with respect to configuration space and performance
measure. In summary, it is assumed that the lack of pre-stabilization in combination
with a comparatively small training set are the reasons for the poor results.

Making use of knowledge from all experiments when finding near-optimal settings
by ParamILS should be considered as input information for model building, similarly
to [HHHLB06]. This might help to improve the model, while not requiring more train-
ing instances. However, if tailored settings only result in a slight fitness improvement
over a straightforward to receive robust setting, a valid question is whether the efforts
for model building are worth it.

Future work could involve the investigation of other regression or semi-automated
multi variate data analysis methods, further addressing the problem of pre-stabilization:
clustering approaches (e.g.,[MS09]) have the drawback of additional general setup and
a penalty in training time, but guarantee pre-stabilized configurations.

A general drawback of the approach is the need to define a specific static execution
time for the algorithm. 300 seconds were chosen in this study. A termination after
120 seconds would most likely have resulted in other recommendations and by that
another meta-model. A solution, independent from time would be desirable, perhaps
with time as an additional feature in the feature space. In summary, robust settings
can be a satisfactory and a simple means of retrieving a solution, as can be inferred
from the results.
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Chapter 5

Iteration-wise Parameter
Learning

The second contribution is also within the scope of IBAC for metaheuristics, present-
ing a novel category 1 approach with respect to the taxonomy in the introduction.
Paper IV [Dob11] introduces the Iteration-wise Parameter Learning (IPL) frame-
work for the rapid finding of instance-specific configurations (ACP or dACP) for
Population-based Algorithms (PBAs), an important sub-class of metaheuristics. It
proposes automated configuration based on iteration statistics, exploiting the iterative
structure of PBAs. IPL is introduced with respect to [Dob11] and formally extended
in this chapter. IPL suits optimization problems, where

1. no extensive initial training phase is possible due to constraints in time.

2. only little is known about the problem.

3. instances are (assumed to be) heterogeneous.

4. the metaheuristic (a PBA) exposes many degrees of freedom.

Potential applications for meta-optimization by IPL are circuit design with time bud-
get allocation (ACP), and routing scenarios with a constantly changing problem land-
scape (dACP). The success of IPL rests upon the hypothesis that iteration-wise statis-
tics about relative changes from state to state provide representative and generalizable
knowledge about configurations and their expected utility (Markov Assumption). This
knowledge utilized for ACP or dACP is assumed to support the rapid finding of suit-
able configurations, given huge configuration spaces. For dACP a state can to a large
extent be defined by population knowledge, falling together with the concept of an
iteration. Here, it is the objective for dACP to assemble a portfolio Π = {ψ1, . . . , ψn}
of complementing configurations, utilized and combined during the execution where
appropriate. It follows a formal definition of PBA, the introduction of IPL, and a
discussion about the experimental results from [Dob11] and their consequences.
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5.1 Population-based Algorithms

Generally, metaheuristics can be sub-divided into two classes: single-solution and
population-based [Tal09]. Single-solution algorithms attempt to iteratively improve a
candidate solution for the problem at hand, usually supported by local search. Promi-
nent examples are SA and TS. PBAs are different in that they administer a whole
population of candidate solutions, influencing each others trajectories while moving
through the problem space. Inspired by different problem-solving principles, any non-
configurable PBA can be fitted into Algorithm 1, encapsulating the metaheuristic from
the problem.

Algorithm 1 The non-configurable PBA in pseudo-code.

i← 0
Pi ← spawnPopulation()
while ¬terminationCriteria() do
β ← getBest(Pi, β)
Pi ← iterate(Pi)
i+ +

end while
return β

The spawning of P0 in spawnPopulation() is usually unified at random. Pi =
{xi,1, . . . , xi,n} is the population of candidate solutions in iteration i. Fitness assess-
ment is done in getBest() by performance measure f , returning the best performer
with respect to Pi and incumbent β. Algorithm specific concepts, such as survivor
or parent selection for EAs, are entirely wrapped by iterate(). Intuitively, a popu-
lation Pi in iteration i creates a new population Pi+1 for iteration i + 1 supported
by (heuristic) decision making, forming a trajectory that approaches (local) optimal-
ity. The incumbent β is challenged each iteration until a stop criterion holds true
(terminationCriteria()) and the best so far solution is returned. The main difference
between individual PBA instances lies in the implementation of production rules in
iterate(). Examples of PBA instances are EAs, PSO, ACO, and the Firefly Algorithm.
As discussed in [MLS10], even single solution algorithms are covered by the definition,
with |Pi| = 1,∀i.

Algorithm 1 is similar to an Iterative Local Search (ILS) [HS04] with two major
differences. Generally, ILS relies on neighbourhoods for transitions, which is not
necessarily so for PBAs. Further, PBAs emphasize the collaboration between the
many individuals, contrary to single-solution based ILS. Algorithm 2 extends the
definition to allow for user-based configuration of the PBA with ψ ∈ Ψ = Θ1 × . . .×
Θm. Θj is here the domain of configuration choice j,∀j ≤ m. For stochastic PBAs
the random seed is assumed to be one of the domains Θj in Ψ with Θj = Z (for
simplicity reasons).

An alternative representation for iterate() is illustrated in 5.1. Each creation of
population Pi+1 exclusively depends on population Pi and the configuration ψi. This
view imposes the interpretation of PBAs as MDP with evidence FS(Pi) and state
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P i−1 P i P i1

ψi−1 ψi ψi+1

Figure 5.1: The creation of population Pi+1 is directly affected by population Pi and configuration

ψi exclusively.

variable ψi.

Definition 5.1. The Configuration Process C =< FS ,Ψ, πY , Eu > is a MDP
with FS ,Ψ, and transition model πY (or short π) defined as in Definition 2.4. Due
to the potentially huge space of choices in Ψ is π not a probabilistic model. Instead
it suggests parameter settings with π : FS → Ψ and π(FS(P )) = ψ for a population
P . Eu is the corresponding expected utility, with Eu : FS ×Ψ→ R+. C relies on the
adjusted Markov Assumption:

π(FS(Pi)|P0:i−1) = π(FS(Pi)|Pi−k:i−1), k < t (5.1)

The features of the present state depend on only a finite number of former states.
The objective in iteration i is to find a ψi ∈ Ψ that maximizes the terminal fitness f ,
such that

lim
i→∞

Pi ⇒ Eu[FS(Pi), ψi]→ arg max(f(B)) (5.2)

with ψi = π(FS(Pi)) and B being the space of valid solutions to the problem at hand.
More realistic, i→∞ should be substituted by i→ ı̂, with ı̂ being a projection with
respect to the stop criterion.

Algorithm 2 The configurable PBA in pseudo-code.

i← 0
Pi ← spawnPopulation()
while ¬terminationCriteria() do
β ← getBest(Pi, β)
ψ ← decideConfig(Pi)
Pi ← iterate(Pi,ψ)
i+ +

end while
return β

5.2 Framework

For ACP, there is no way of adjusting the PBA at runtime. However, changing
configurations during the run of the algorithm at training time is a valid option.
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Iteration statistics could give valuable insight about the performance of the utilized
configurations ψi. Using iteration statistics exclusively to draw conclusions about the
quality of different configurations for ACP would require an experimental approach to
test search states P0, . . . , Pn (populations or their extracted features), representative
for the trajectory of the PBA for a problem instance x ∈ P. Assuming P0, . . . , Pn to
be representative, the configuration ψ with∑

i≤n

Eu[FS(Pi), ψ] ≥
∑
i≤n

Eu[FS(Pi), ψ
′],∀ψ′ ∈ Ψ (5.3)

should be recommended for ACP . The assumption is that locally optimal configu-
rations can be used to get globally optimal performance. This of course requires 1)
the finding of representative search states P0, . . . , Pn, and 2) an experimental design
to this, from an ACP perspective, robust configuration problem. For dACP, the ex-
pected utilities in 5.3, extended by feature and further iteration knowledge, could be
used to build a deterministic classification policy or stochastic Markov Chain model
π, which in every (j-th) iteration selects the configuration ψj ∈ Ψ, most suitable for
population Pj : π(Pj) = ψj .

IPL consists of four modules, 1) the experimental design, 2) the lineage, 3) the
credit assignment, and 4) the parameter model. The framework is presented here in
more depth than in paper IV [Dob11], in order to give a more thorough justifications
for the approach.

5.2.1 Module 1. Experimental Design

For a sound experimental design it is vital to make well motivated choices for

1. the configurations ψ1, . . . , ψn to be tested,

2. the states to be investigated P0, . . . , Pm,

3. a strategy for the investigations (repeats, exclusion, etc.).

Sampling configurations could for example be conducted unified at randomly, or by
LHD. The study in [BBS07] shows that randomized sampling outperforms LHD-based
sampling in the scenario for an iterative racing configurator. Also [HHLB11] dismisses
a time consuming LHD-based initial experimental design, showing promising results.
For model building, it is desirable to have a large spread of relevant problem states,
evaluated in the training phase. Finding those should be rather simple, populations
could be memorized during one or multiple test runs. Based on state features, such as
stagnation, or population diversity, they could be classified and representatives could
be used for the eventual training. The amount of repeats and amount of populations
to investigate is highly dependent on the time constraints given for the configuration
process. [Bir04] proved that in the presence of many problem instances, single ex-
ecutions of configurations on n single problem instances lead to an estimator with
lowest variance, given a budget of n executions. Usually in statistics, the assumption
is that drawings are made from the same distribution (population), which is clearly
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not the case here. The challenge is to get valuable information from the run statistics,
disregarding noise. The hypothesis behind this is that, during a single execution, a
great deal of different kinds of states are gone through by the algorithm; those with
high or low level of fitness stagnation, those with high or low population diversity,
etc.. The random choice of parameter settings repetitively tests settings on states
for each creation of children for the next iteration, so that randomness is taken into
consideration (with statistics defined via module 2 and 3).

IPL suggests single repeats for configurations due to the high availability of prob-
lem instances (populations) regarding [Bir04]. One way of producing a wide spread
of populations with relevant features could be for example a EA based problem in-
stance generator, maximizing population diversity. Another means of is to memorize
populations from a run (multiple runs) of the PBA, utilizing a default configuration.
Those states are relevant as they appeared in a concrete optimization attempt.

5.2.2 Module 2. Lineage

The lineage is a correlation between consecutive iterations that assists in placing the
changes during an iteration into a local context in order to arrive at a conclusion
about the impact of the used configuration. Pi depends to some extend on Pi−1 is
what has been argued for in the previous section, but how exactly is not touched
upon. This algorithm specific correlation can be modeled as a basis for evaluation.
The generally non-deterministic method iterate with

Pi+1 = iterate(Pi, ψi), ψi ∈ Ψ (5.4)

executes one iteration of the PBA for population Pi by using the configuration choices
in ψi, producing a successor population Pi+1. Here, each creation of a candidate
solution c ∈ Pi+1 by iterate is based on the interaction of all candidate solutions
within a subset Φc ⊂ Pi and the configuration ψi. The EA nomenclature is followed
in this case, calling p ∈ Φc a parent of c.

PBAs allow for diverse means of defining this lineage, but the objective is, based
on the algorithm semantics, only to consider those individuals in Pi for Φc having a
high impact on the creation of c. This is in order to allow the metric in the credit
assignment (module 3) to make conclusions concerning the relative iteration-wise
changes/improvements when utilizing different choices for ψi ∈ Ψ with respect to
metrical knowledge about the whole population, as well as metrical knowledge with
regards to individuals of that population. This information can be generalized for a
whole iteration (n mating activities) over the interaction between Pi−1 and ψi−1 with
respect to an expected outcome.

This Boolean kind of heritage model can be further extended to a weighted model,
where each parent pi carries an assigned weight ω(pi, c) regarding how much it has
contributed to the creation of c. If semantically correctly defined, this information can
be used to further increase knowledge about impact and potential of configurations. In
the Boolean case, the contribution is uniform distributed with ω(p, c) = 1

|Φc| ,∀p ∈ Φc
with, for example, the common case for an EA with two parents Φc = {p1, p2} for
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each child c, such that ω(p1, c) = ω(p2, c) = 1
2 . For any lineage it has to apply that:∑

pi∈Φc

ω(pi, c) = 1 (5.5)

How the here defined lineage relationship can be used for algorithm configuration will
be discussed in the next section about credit assignment. The definition of lineages
is exemplified here by Differential Evolution (DE) and PSO.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO is a PBA for real-valued optimization introduced in [KE95], inspired by the
self-organizing swarm behavior of bird flocks during a hunt. A population of birds P
collaboratively searches a landscape for prey, iteration-wise following simple progres-
sion rules. Each individual p ∈ P updates its position x in the iteration i based on
the following rule:

xi+1 = xi + vxi+1
(5.6)

with vxi
being its current velocity (potential). The position i+ 1 is, in total, affected

by four factors:

1. the current position xi,

2. the current velocity vxi
,

3. the personal best visited position pi (cognitive factor),

4. and the neighbourhoods best position pg (social factor),

assuming some neighbourhood topology. The velocity update follows the formula:

vxi+1 = vxi + ϕ1 ⊗ (pi − xi) + ϕ2 ⊗ (pg − xi) (5.7)

ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ [0, 1[ are weights for the cognitive and social factor respectively and ⊗
denotes the point-wise vector multiplication. The here suggested lineage for a child
xi+1 ∈ Pi+1 is Φx+1 = {xi, pi, pg} with weights

ω(xi, xi+1) =
1

2
+

1

3
=

5

6
(5.8)

ω(pi, xi+1) =
αϕ1

6
(5.9)

ω(pg, xi+1) =
αϕ2

6
(5.10)

distributing ϕ1 and ϕ2 (normalized by normalization coefficient α) among the shared
1
3 of impact. The 5

6 impact for xi is due to its weight of 1
2 in 5.6 and 1

3 equal weights
for vx1

in 5.7 for all terms of the sum.
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Differential Evolution (DE)

DE is a non gradient-based PBA for real-valued functions. It maintains a population
of candidate solutions jointly creating new solutions, the so called agents. A weighted
lineage with four parents is proposed here. The DE algorithm goes as in Algorithm
3.

Algorithm 3 The differential evolution algorithm following the PBA syntax.

Pi ← spawnPopulation()
while ¬terminationCriteria() do

[ϕ, crate, psize]← decideConfig(Pi)
4: Pi+1 ← {} //begin iterate

for psize do
x← drawRandom(Pi)
a, b, c← drawRandom(Pi x) with a 6= b 6= c

8: l← drawRandom(dimproblem)
for j ∈ dimproblem do

if j = l ∨ random(0, 1) < crate then
yj ← aj + ϕ(bj − cj)

12: else
yj ← xj

end if
end for

16: Pi+1 ← Pi+1 ∪max(x, y) with respect to fitness
end for
Pi ← Pi+1 //end iterate

end while
20: return getBest(Pi)

ϕ ∈ [0, 2] is called the differential weight. The inclusion of a new candidate into
the population happens in line 16 of Algorithm 3. The candidate xi+1 is added to the
new population, either as the incumbent xi or the new candidate y. The assignment
of child xi+1 by xi+1 = y suggests a lineage with Φx+1 = {xi, a, b, c} , and

ω(xi, xi+1) = 1− 1

dimproblem
(5.11)

ω(a, xi+1) =
1

2 ∗ dimproblem
(5.12)

ω(b, xi+1) = ω(c, xi+1) =
1

4 ∗ dimproblem
(5.13)

5.11 is based on the fact that one dimension is changed at maximum due to l in line 8;
dimproblem−1 dimensions remain unchanged. Formulas in 5.12 and 5.13 are based on
the assignment in line 11, with an in principle similar distribution of weight as in the
former example for PSO. Case xi+1 = x is trivial with Φx+1 = {x} and ω(x, x+1) = 1.
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5.2.3 Module 3. Credit Assignment

The quality of parameter settings is inversely related to the changes/improvements of
individuals with respect to their ancestors. The lineage defines a weighted ancestry,
what is missing is a means to evaluate the improvements based on it. The two metrics
presented in [Dob11] are called innovation τ and yield γ. The innovation of a child c
is defined as its relative pitch with respect to its expected fitness, as in:

τc = f(c)− E[f(c)] (5.14)

with E[f(c)] being the expected fitness involving all parents:

E[f(c)] =
∑
p∈Pc

ω(p, c)f(p) (5.15)

Thus, allowing for a negative innovation. The cumulated innovation of a population
P is simply defined as the sum of its positive innovators

τPi =
∑
c∈Pi,+

τc, (5.16)

with Pi,+ = {c|c ∈ Pi, f(c) > E[f(c)]}.
Negative innovators are not considered in 5.16, because they performed worse than

expected, not contributing to the populations innovation. Further, in contrast to
[Dob11] is the population innovation τPi

here introduced with respect to an expected
fitness, integrating the fitness of all parents. A large improvement in fitness for a child
c over parent p is less significant, knowing ω(p, c) = 0.05. An improved version of τ ,
∆τ , relates the relative improvement over the parents to its expected fitness in order
to make comparisons among different individuals and iterations more fair:

∆τc =
τc

E[f(c)]
(5.17)

5.17 considers the problem to be of type minimization (for maximization multiply
the right hand variables). Innovation can be used as a utility function for algorithm
configuration. However, computational efforts for different parameter values and op-
erators can differ considerably. In practice, a common objective to be minimized is
the execution cost. Measuring this cost in a fair way is not trivial. Three ways of
doing it are to

1. record the amount of functional evaluations the value/operator requires,

2. measure the time for execution, or

3. count the arithmetic operations of the CPU.

Functional evaluations can be difficult as they potentially hide other complex op-
erations that take extra computational time. Recording time has its disadvantages
because it is always bound to a certain hardware. CPUs use diverse tricks to improve
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computation efficiency (especially with multiple cores) so that operators can only be
compared locally. To count the arithmetic operations is an appropriate measure, but
obtaining access to that information is rather difficult. As functional evaluations are
not considered fair by the author is measuring the execution time ti of an iteration
i considered the best choice. This is why the yield metric γ includes time as a cost
factor:

γi =

{
τi∗|Pi,+|

ti∗|Pi|\|Pi,+| for |Pi| \ |Pi,+| > 0

0 else
(5.18)

The yield metric can be used for statistical analysis. It implicitly attempts a compro-
mise between configurations that induce seldom but large improvements (rare case
hypothesis, see Corollary 3.2) and those with slight steady improvements.

5.2.4 Module 4. Parameter Model

IPL promotes a state based, reactive search making state decisions either determin-
istically or adaptively, depending on the policy π, as discussed in Chapter 2. π is in
this context called the parameter model, because it assembles all iteration-statistics
in order to create a model about the impact of configurations on the search progress.
The availability of meaningful meta-data metrics is a pre-requirement for this decision
making process. Meta-learning based on regression, classification, or simple ranking
could be considered for π.

This idea can be further extended for dACP, considering the first n configurations
in the ranked γ statistics as a portfolio with complementing configurations. This
could even be extended for other objectives and ranked statistics, less involved with
intensification. Here, a parallel to the field of linear algebra can be drawn, where
a common problem is to describe a space V S with a minimal amount of vectors
v1, . . . , vn, so that each point in the space can be expressed by a so called linear
combination

a1v1 + . . .+ anvn (5.19)

using scalars a1, . . . , an. For dACP it is desirable to know a sequence of configurations
from the portfolio, with a fair chance of escaping a local optimum. A further idea for
improvement of statistical reliability is to make repeated experiments for each tested
pair (Pi, ψi). The objective here is to obtain a reliability indicator from the standard
error SE =

σf√
n

for n repeats of the estimate below a threshold ε based on the fitness

standard deviation σf of the repeated experiments in (Pi, ψi).

5.3 Methodology

Paper IV [Dob11] compares an IPL implementation to the state-of-the-art model-free
configurator ParamILS, tuning a GA (the same as in Chapter 4) for ten TSP instances
of sizes from 150 to 600 with a fixed budget of 300 seconds runtime. Configuration
ψi for iteration i is drawn uniformly at random from Ψ in one single optimization
run of 300 seconds. Relative improvement and state statistics are collected for each
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iteration, serving as the single source for experimental quality assessment and training.
A lineage with Φc = {p1, p2} and uniform weight ω(pj , c) = 1

2 , j ∈ {1, 2} was utilized.
The innovation inn in [Dob11] is slightly weaker than τ in 5.16, as it considers all
children surmounting any parent as innovators. The statistics were ranked by γi, and
two experimental series where conducted. In the first, the best five configurations
according to γ were evaluated as static configurations for the 300 seconds runtime.
In the second series, for each instance the configuration with highest yield ψγ from
series one was utilized together with a perturbing configuration ψdiv, (with respect to
the diversity measure div from [Dob11]) according to:

ψi =

{
ψγ if divi > t

ψdiv else
(5.20)

for three different thresholds t ∈ {0.01, 0.03, 0.05}. The results are compared to those
recommended by ParamILS1. The assumption is that γ is able to distinguish good
from bad performers.

5.4 Preliminary Results

Figure 5.2 shows the results of the first experimental series as box plots with mean
optimality gap og (as in 4.1). The instance-specific configurations ψParamILS to-

gether with2 ψ̂γ , with slight differences in both sample variance (σψParamILS
< σψ̂)

and sample-mean (µψParamILS
> µψ̂). The null hypothesis that ψParamILS and ψ̂1 are

drawn from the same distribution got rejected by a two-tailed t-test with α = 0.05.
The results for the second experimental series did not improve over ψ̂1, with competi-
tive results for t = 0.01, but considerable worse results for t ∈ {0.03, 0.05}. ψ̂1 did not
show competitive results for the two hardest instances in the set, assuming that the
strategy did not receive enough allocated time for the assembly of a representative γ
ranking (see discussion in [Dob11]).

5.5 Contributions

The presented results serve as indicators for the fact that IPL is a computationally
cheap framework for the training of PBAs, leading to the rapid finding of acceptable
configurations for ACP, as shown for a discrete GA applied to TSP. It only required
a 300 seconds training, which is more than two orders of magnitude faster than for
ParamILS, a state-of-the-art model-free algorithm configurator, while presenting com-
petitive performance.

The result of one single run with randomly iteration-wise different parameter set-
tings is not generalizable. However, a cumulative model revealing the correlation
between state features could for a sufficient number of iterations lead to knowledge

1ParamILS was run for 12 hours per instance, in the exact same way as in Chapter 4.
2The normalized average performance among the five best configurations with respect to γ.
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Figure 5.2: The normalized optimality gap for configurations suggested by ParamILS and the

five settings ψ̂1, . . . , ψ̂5 with highest yield γ for the respective instance xj , j ∈ {1, . . . , 10} (from

[Dob11]).

about parameter impact. Many questions remain to be answered in future work. One
of them is how the method performs when tested on a large variety of problems. SAT
and SCP solving are highly addressed in the algorithm configuration scene, and should
be taken into consideration in order to obtain results that are easier to compare to
other approaches.

For γ, costs other than time could be considered. A combination of different costs
is not very straightforward due to normalization issues, e.g., different distributions,
leading to a skewed recommendation. Other credit assignment methods than those in
[Dob11] could be tested and more sophisticated parameter models build. Whether γ
is sufficient as a basis for the building of such a model requires further investigation.
The results do not give strong evidence for γ being a generally applicable metric to
distinguish good from bad configurations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The no free lunch theorem of optimization defines boundaries for meta-optimization
by proving that there is no globally best algorithm for all problems. However, some
methods are superior to others for classes or instances of problems in practice, strongly
depending on the utilized features, objectives and metrics. Thus, a realistic objective
cannot be to find optimal strategies, but to find optimal strategies under the given
constraints using automated algorithm configuration.

This thesis introduces and discusses novel tools and techniques to find improved
configurations under constraints. A common view of meta-optimization is promoted,
extending the early ideas by Rice in [Ric76] regarding the algorithm selection prob-
lem, viewing all involved decisions as state decisions. State decisions face different
challenges depending on the peculiarities of the problem, often dominated by time
constraints for training or execution. Two frameworks were presented in this thesis,
one addressing ACP and one addressing ACP and dACP, both able to treat any pa-
rameter types. The first uses experimental design and machine learning, relying on
feature knowledge of the problem. The second approach, Iteration-wise Parameter
Learning (IPL), describes the search process of a PBA as a Markov Process, investi-
gating relative evidence and state statistics. It does not require any problem specific
feature knowledge. The first approach did not lead to such promising results as were
first expected. Not only is the computational effort for the experimental design high,
but, in particular, the recommender engine (ANN) does not provide satisfactory re-
sults. The results from the second method are encouraging with open directions for
further development and theoretical work. Due to the limitation to two algorithms
and one problem in this work are the results not generalizable.

The conclusions in this thesis where drawn with respect to the specified objectives
(section 1.3) and verifiable goals (section 1.4). The objective of formalizing a problem
hierarchy in the context of meta-optimization has been attempted in chapter 2 of this
thesis. The author finds that the presented generalized notion, relating algorithm se-
lection, design, and configuration puts the problem into a whider scope, particularly
taking note of the achievements within the machine and meta learning communities.
The second objective, improving upon result quality for metaheuristics using feature
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knowledge, failed. The reasons could be found in a too small training set, in com-
bination with the problem of pre-stabilization when using regression methods in the
context of IBAC. The third objective, achieving competitive results to a state-of-
the-art configurator, improving upon training time, was successful. Especially with
respect to training time, there seems to be a great deal of space for improvement.

This third objective can directly be related to verifiable goal three. Results from IV
show significant training time improvements in the scenarios, while obtaining compet-
itive results with respect to ParamILS. However, improvements over ParamILS could
not be reported. The implementation of IPL that led to those results could be im-
proved considerably, particularly with respect to the credit assignment and parameter
model. Two more verifiable goals where stated in this thesis. Goal one was achieved
by introducing IPL and experimentally revealing its potential for IBAC, again re-
ferring back to Paper IV. Conceptual work in Paper II [Dob10b] and experiments in
Paper III [Dob10a] showed that IBAC can lead to better results than robust or default
configurations, addressing goal two.

The three available choices for automated IBAC are: SOP ([MS09], [KMST10])
and the methods from [HHHLB06] and [Dob10b]. All three require significant training
efforts, restricting their practical applicability. SOP shows most promising results, as
it obtains pre-stabilized configurations. A possible alternative which is more suitable
for real world time constraints is IPL. It is in its current version restricted to PBAs
and requires more empirical testing. However, it could be used to reduce training
time considerable. To the best of the authors knowledge, there exist no general IBAC
approaches for dACP. IPL could be further extended towards that end.

Research dealing with automated algorithm configuration, particularly with re-
spect to IBAC, is important for the CI community as the automation and usage of
problem instance and search state knowledge carry a potential for considerable ad-
vancements. The results in chapter 5 indicate this. The tuneability of metaheuristics
has a large influence on their applicability for real world problems. Real world prob-
lems have a time frame, and studies referring to algorithm configuration should always
consider it a multi objective problem. A scientific approach to experimental compu-
tation, showing significant improvements in quality, could increase the acceptance of
metaheuristics in practice. Automated decision making with a statistical basis has
the ability to convince potential users to use metaheuristics, reducing the configura-
tional efforts, while quickly leading to high quality results. Automated IBAC offers
promising tools to achieve this automation.



Chapter 7

Future Research

Future work will mainly focus on two things:

1. The usage of IBAC for real world problems, inside and outside the scope of
metaheuristics.

2. The further investigation of IPL for other problems and algorithms using a
more sophisticated parameter model, and IPLs extension by machine learning
techniques for ACP as well as for dACP.

With respect to 1, the author is currently involved with reformulating the general
clustering problem as an optimization problem, using automated configuration for a
novel clustering technique, called α-clustering [Ant11]. A second project involves the
stabilization of a stochastic particle based method for, among others, the solving of
large eigenvalue problems [EGPI11].

With respect to 2, recent work in GP[LS08] suggests to “find the objective with-
out searching for it.” This novelty search can be used as an objective precipitating
exploration. An integration of novelty could even allow the proving of convergence
properties. The testing of other metrics and objectives during the search, attempt-
ing a solid balance between intensification and diversification during the search, is
also anticipated. Voting schemes, as mentioned in [SM08], are a means to drive dif-
ferent interest and objectives with a potential for dACP. The field of Exploratory
Data Analysis [Tuk77] is not primarily concerned with the proving of hypotheses over
data, but the putting of hypotheses based on the data available. IPL could make
use of this for the automated sharpening of the objectives (“sharpen the questions”,
[BBLP05]). [ES11] mentions the lack of research that addresses the stopping of runs
with supposedly bad performance before the terminal stop criterion in order to save
time. This is an involved problem, but iteration-wise knowledge could assist making
those decisions reliably. Also, topics such as automatic parameter range reduction
(extension) could assist exploitation (exploration) when the algorithm becomes des-
perate (lucky) at times. The sampling from quantitative parameters requires model
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building of parameter(-value) impact distributions, when using a Monte Carlo princi-
pal to draw samples, similar to what has been suggested for IPL. One way of treating
this problem is to divide the space into intervals, selecting the promising ones for the
real experiments. Scotts method [Sco79], where intervals are defined based on the
amount of samples and the variance of the population is an option here. Essential
for future work is the integration of more statistical analysis to support the appli-
cability of configurations (e.g., by ANOVA). Parameter impact analysis, commonly
used for MVDA, could assist to screen down decision spaces to those having an im-
pact on performance. Strategies to combine configurations in sequences in order to
maximize expected improvement are another direction. [HS04] states that hybrids of
local searchers are usually the best solutions and [Glo86b] writes in the seminal pa-
per on metaheuristics: “an unbiased random combination of scheduling rules is better
than any of them taken separately”, which is supported by results in, i.e., [MLS10].
Is an empirically proficient sequence of building blocks not expected to perform even
better? Combining the efforts in chapters 4 and 5 could lead to an integration of
machine learning for the parameter model building of IPL, shifting the focus from
problem instance based learning to state search based learning. IPL will be further
developed and if encouraging results from [Dob11] recur, a software that supports
automated IBAC for PBAs will be released.

IPL is expected to be highly parallelizable, scalable, and should be integrable
with the idea of island models for PBAs. As a general feature for method quality, the
scalability has a large importance, especially today where computational power and
multi-core personal computers are cheap and of high availability.
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